
I PREDICT 2023 

World 

• Fortunes of the wicked will be lost as they invest more and more in unrighteous 
endeavors.


	 - i.e., Crypto currency,


• Galleries of the wicked will be posted declaring their wickedness.


• The realigning of the nations coalitions will continue.


• The UN will begin the proof by moving its headquarters out of New York.


• Don’t be surprised if Russia is received back with open arms in many quarters of the 
world.


• China will use surrogate nations to do its dirty work. 


• Many in the Arab world will seek US military aid to protect against Iran.


• New US alliances will infuriate many as war rages in Eastern Europe and Asia.


• Foreign interruptions in the affairs of the US will reveal alliances meant to destroy our 
nation. 


- A host will be revealed and exiled.


• Chilling new reports of deception and lies in our nation will go unchallenged.


• Physical collapse of structures known for there strength will bring fear.


• Unnatural, natural destruction will sweep across the land.


• Landmarks will be known for something different than their original purpose.

	 - i.e., St Louis “Gateway to the west” Arch.


• Europe will continue to fall into the abyss of ungodliness.

	 - But a strong bright remnant will rise up for the kingdom.
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• Iniquity will be exposed around the world in the days to come.

	 - Places of trust will turn to places of disgust.


• From 2019 - Once sovereign nations will be swallowed up by other nations using 
ancient borders as their excuse.


• Israel will once again have its sovereignty challenged by the highest courts, but will 
win because of the same ancient borders remedy.


• Israel is in the last phase of its preparation for the end time challenges it is about to 
be confronted with.


• From 2019 - Certain commodities we have taken for granted, including fruit and 
vegetables, will be in short supply in many areas.


• There will be a return of the small producers.

	 - Shops for bread, meats, etc.


• Economic peace will be a byword of the world to keep its economies flowing.

	 - Regardless of immoral or radical ideology.

	 - Peace will come at a price to steep for the believer.

	 - i.e., Mark of the beast forerunner.


• Amazing new medical discoveries will baffle scientists with there simplicity. 


• From 2018 - Pieces of the end time puzzle will begin to fall in place and even the 
biggest skeptics will acknowledge the things written in the book could be significant.


World / God 

• The will of man will determine some future events but the Will Of God will not be 
thwarted in any way.


	 - God will give them over to reprobate minds and still complete His work.


• The position of nations will not stop the work of God.

	 - Nebuchadnezzar, Darius, Artaxerxes, Herod, Caesar. 


• Times of sorrow are coming on the earth. Be cautious you don’t enter into the 
sorrows of the world.
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• Be prepared in the Spirit for the onslaught against our religious freedoms.


• The filth of the wicked is beating at the door of the righteous.

	 - We must turn it away without compromise.

	 	 - i.e., Lot tried to reason with the wicked.

	 	 - It took supernatural deliverance.


• Darkness will never overcome the light of the gospel message.

	 - It can overcome man’s works but not God’s.

	 - Don’t let it sway you away from the faith.


• Don’t let shortages question God’s provision.


• Extremism is answered by the Power Of God.


• Morality cannot be legislated to the unrighteous.

	 - Divine conviction still works.


• The fierceness of the darkness will not overcome the power of light in Christ Jesus.

      

• Caution is the word to the believer.

	 - Caution what and who you trust in.


• Fires will burn in US but the fires of the Holy Spirit will begin to flame in the hearts of 
people.


• Continued astronomical abnormalities will cause consternation among scientists as 
to the cause.


	 - The movements are the aligning of the heavens for the end.


• Angelic activity will increase around the world as the supernatural collides with the 
Antichrist spirit.


Church / Body Of Christ 

• The dynamics of the Church will revolve around the flow and operation of the Holy 
Spirit.


	 - His activity in our lives not our activities.
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• The Holy Spirit leading will be critical in the coming days.


• The former and latter rain are about to come together in a tidal wave of souls into the 
kingdom.


	 - Don’t be an advocate for either former or latter.

	 - Rejoice in the wave.


• More purging of the Body to become the church of light.

	 - As the darkness descends on the cultural church.


• The church in the US is about to change dramatically.

	 - The supernatural church will rise at the same time the convenient church will 
compromise the supernatural to placate a crowd with itching ears.


• His grace will become more and more evident as the Holy Spirit falls on the 
unsuspecting.


• The Father is ready to use the believer tried by fire.

	 - Who is ready to stretch out their faith and challenge the circumstances of life.


• There is coming a gathering of the flock to the four corners of the world.


• From 2019 - There is coming a generational binding together.

	 	    - A supernatural molding together of the generations for the work of the 
Lord.


• The aged will begin to take there place in the body of Christ to impart and to lead.

	 - Aged - having acquired a desirable quality or undergone an expected and 
desired change with the passage of time.


• No generation will be separated in the kingdom work ahead, there will be a Divine 
flow of the ages.


• I see a powerful new force of unity in the Body Of Christ pushing aside the old order 
of doctrinal separation as the Holy Spirit begins to move in unusual ways and places.


• New waves of the expressions of the Holy Spirit to draw people in will excite the the 
true believer and anger the religious status quo.


	 - Be careful how you react.

	 - Cornelius was the last person expected to receive from God. Acts 10:44-47
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• The forsaken will be restored by the Glory of the Cross by the power of the Holy 
Spirit.


• Prodigy’s once glorified by the world will be excoriated because they give glory to 
God for their gifts.


• People all over the world, mired in a life of no satisfaction, will raise a hand and be 
lifted out by Jesus.


• Kingdom pledges will become kingdom realities.

	 - What God promised He will perform.

	 - Jer 33:14


• Ancient prophesies will be fulfilled before our eyes in the near future.


Preparing For The Future 

• As the days of John The Baptist, “prepare the way of the Lord” He is calling us.


• Prepare your spirit, soul, and body for the coming days. 1 Thes. 5:23

	 - God is speaking in this hour to walk upright before Him.


• Don’t be offended at correction or challenges because of sin.


• There is a gathering of the troops for a spiritual battle.

	 - The Lord knows His troops.


• Open your eyes to the blessings of God.

	 - 2 Kings 6:15-17 
	 - Eph. 1:22-23 Message Bible.  “He is in charge of it all, has the final word on 
everything. At the center of all this, Christ rules the church. The church, you see, is not 
peripheral to the world; the world is peripheral to the church. The church is Christ's 
body, in which he speaks and acts, by which he fills everything with his presence.”
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